
 
  

LOT 204 
FROM MR I MORRISSEY 

 204  

   
Brian Boru (GB) 

  Sadler's Wells   Northern Dancer 
Fairy Bridge 

BAY COLT (IRE) 
May 31st, 2011 
(First Produce) 

Eva Luna   Alleged 
Media Luna 

Countess Trifaldi 
(IRE) 
(2000) 

  Flemensfirth   Alleged 
Etheldreda 

 Course Royal   Crash Course 
Barge Royal 

E.B.F. Nominated. 
  
1st dam 
Countess Trifaldi (IRE): placed 6 times over fences and £13,437 inc. 3rd Bank of 

Ireland EBF Mares Novice Chase, Limerick, Gr.3; also 3 wins in point-to-points; Above 
is her first foal. 

  
2nd dam 
COURSE ROYAL: winner over hurdles and placed 5 times; dam of 2 runners and 6 foals: 

Countess Trifaldi (IRE) (f. by Flemensfirth (USA)): see above. 
  
3rd dam 
BARGE ROYAL: ran 3 times at 4 years and ran twice over hurdles at 5 years; dam of 2 

winners from 7 runners and 7 foals; 
Saddlers Night: placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 5 years; also 3 wins over hurdles 

and placed twice. 
Course Royal: see above. 
Riversfield Park: placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years; also placed 5 times over 

fences; also 2 wins in point-to-points and placed once. 
Kotvio: placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 4 years. 

  
4th dam 
ROYAL TOY: 5 wins over jumps and placed once; Own sister to ROYAL STUART; dam 

of 4 winners from 9 runners and 9 foals; 
Bonnie Boat: 8 wins over fences and placed 4 times; dam of: 

Crisp And Bonnie: ran once over hurdles; dam of Dryfehead: 3 wins over hurdles 
at 5 and 6 years and placed twice. 

Le Toy: 2 wins over hurdles and placed 3 times. 
Royal Tornado: winner over hurdles at 6 years and placed 3 times; also 4 wins in 

point-to-points at 5 years and placed 5 times. 
Dolphin Striker: winner in U.S.A. 
Royal Joy: winner of a point-to-point at 6 years and placed 3 times. 
Royal Hussar: placed 5 times over jumps. 

  
The next dam KNIGHT'S LADY: unraced; dam of 3 winners from 7 runners and 11 foals; 

ROYAL STUART: 5 wins over jumps inc. Molyneux Steeplechase, Liverpool, placed 
2nd Scottish Grand National H. Chase, Bogside. 

Royal Honor: 3 wins over jumps at 5 and 6 years and placed 6 times; dam of: 
Honor's Only: unraced; dam of Blue Towser: placed once at 5 years; also winner 

over fences and placed 3 times; also 3 wins in point-to-points at 6 years and 
placed 4 times, Three Honors: winner over fences and placed 9 times; also 2 
wins in point-to-points at 5 and 6 years, Vulgan's Honor: winner over hurdles 
and placed 4 times; grandam of Debt of Honor (GB): placed once in a N.H. Flat 
Race at 4 years; also winner over hurdles at 5 years and placed 3 times and 4 
wins over fences and placed 8 times; also placed once in a point-to-point. 

Frosty Knight: placed twice at 5 years; also placed once over jumps. 
Still William: placed twice over jumps at 5 years; also placed once in a point-to-point. 
Last Dance: unraced; dam of: 

Home James: placed 3 times over jumps; also 5 wins in point-to-points. 
Space Signal: unraced; dam of Clicquot Signal: 3 wins over hurdles and 3 wins 

over fences and placed 6 times, Fredon: 4 wins over hurdles, placed 3 times. 

STABLED IN BARN D BOX 144 

 


